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Mr. Mitchell’s (Hard-Learned) Tips for

Not Being                .
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1.1.Why are they “weird”?Why are they “weird”?
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1.1.Why are they “weird”?Why are they “weird”?

2. How should I handle them?2. How should I handle them?
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1.1.Why are they “weird”?Why are they “weird”?

2. How should I handle them?2. How should I handle them?

3. How can I help them?3. How can I help them?
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1.1.  Occasionally brilliant.Occasionally brilliant.
2. Socially awkward.2. Socially awkward.
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Graham MitchellGraham Mitchell
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Social norms are sometimes:Social norms are sometimes:
•  arbitraryarbitrary
•  temporarytemporary
•  subtlesubtle
•  non-verbalnon-verbal
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Popularity is a stupid, shallow game.Popularity is a stupid, shallow game.

But they can’t choose not to play.But they can’t choose not to play.
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Would you trust this man?Would you trust this man?
image manipulation by Justin Oliver, LHS class of 1999image manipulation by Justin Oliver, LHS class of 1999
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••  marked impairment in the use of multiple marked impairment in the use of multiple 
nonverbal behaviors such asnonverbal behaviors such as

eye-to-eye gaze,eye-to-eye gaze,
facial expression,facial expression,
body postures,body postures,

and gestures to regulate social interactionand gestures to regulate social interaction  

AutismAutism
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••  lack of social or emotional reciprocitylack of social or emotional reciprocity

••  impaired ability to initiate or sustain aimpaired ability to initiate or sustain a
conversation with othersconversation with others

••  interest that is abnormal either in intensity interest that is abnormal either in intensity 
or focus or focus 

AutismAutism
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••  preoccupation with a subject to thepreoccupation with a subject to the
exclusion of other activitiesexclusion of other activities

••  ssocially and emotionally inappropriate ocially and emotionally inappropriate 
behavior and interpersonal interaction behavior and interpersonal interaction 

••  problems with nonverbal communicationproblems with nonverbal communication

••  clumsy and uncoordinated motor movementsclumsy and uncoordinated motor movements

Asperger syndromeAsperger syndrome
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SimonSimon
Baron-CohenBaron-Cohen

the “EQ SQ” theory the “EQ SQ” theory 
of Autismof Autism
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empathyempathy

oror

systemizingsystemizing
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7% - words used7% - words used
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7% - words used7% - words used

38% - tone of voice38% - tone of voice
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7% - words used7% - words used

38% - tone of voice38% - tone of voice

55% - nonverbal55% - nonverbal
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““Do youDo you  

understandunderstand
what I’m saying?”what I’m saying?”
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mirror neuron systemmirror neuron system
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Can you spot 6 differences?Can you spot 6 differences?
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2.2.
How should IHow should I

dealdeal
with them?with them?
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Use empathy.Use empathy.
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Use words.Use words.
Explain.Explain.
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Be direct.Be direct.
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Be precise.Be precise.
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3.3.
How can IHow can I

helphelp
them?them?
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Be apologetic.Be apologetic.
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Introversion is okay.Introversion is okay.
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Explain social rules.Explain social rules.
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Teach tact.Teach tact.
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Praise effort.Praise effort.
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Lower the bar.Lower the bar.
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““The perfectThe perfect
is the enemyis the enemy
of the good.”of the good.”

- Voltaire- Voltaire
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don’tdon’t
bebe

creepycreepy
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The EndThe End

……any questions?any questions?
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